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About This Anthology
The Arkansas Writers in the Schools Program, now in its 33rd year, was founded
by the late James Whitehead with the mission of exposing students to poetry and
fiction, as well as the Creative Writing Program at the University of Arkansas.
During the 2004-2005 school year, 21 teams of WITS writer-teachers visited
elementary, middle, and high schools throughout Arkansas for two-day
residencies. During these visits, students explored their imaginations, as well as
listened to, talked about, and wrote their own poetry and fiction. The editors of
this anthology have selected some of the writing resulting from the 2004-2005
school year visits for your enjoyment. The poems and short stories published in
this anthology are as varied as the students we worked with. It is always
difficult to decide which poems and short stories to feature in this anthology.
Other than some editing of spelling and punctuation, the work presented here
has not been changed by the visiting writers or the editors.
Arkansas WITS is grateful to the students, teachers, administrators, schools, and
contact persons who cooperated to make the 2004-2005 WITS visits possible.
Thank you to the graduate students in the Creative Writing Program at the
University of Arkansas who left their homes, work, and writing to share their
enthusiasm for writing with children all over the state. We also want to thank
everyone at the University of Arkansas who contributed time, effort, and
financial support to our effort, especially Dr. Collis Geren, Skip Hays, and Chad
Andrews. Finally, we are grateful to Printing Services for assisting in the
creation of this anthology.
If you have any questions or are interested in learning more about Arkansas
WITS or ordering additional copies of this anthology, please contact us at (479)
575-5991, wits@cavern.uark.edu, or Arkansas Writers in the Schools I 333 Kimpel
Hall I University of Arkansas/ Fayetteville, AR 72701.

We hope you will enjoy reading (and rereading) this volume of the WITS
Anthology.

The Editors
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Schools Visited in 2004-2005

Academic Center for Excellence School, Osceola
Arch Ford Education Service Cooperative, Plumerville
Belair School, Pine Bluff
Benton County Juvenile Detention Center, Bentonville
Bryant Middle School, Bryant
East Junior High School, West Memphis
Fayetteville High School, Fayetteville
Hughes High School, Hughes
Lakeside Middle School, Hot Springs
Magazine Elementary School, Magazine
Marion Middle School, Marion
Melbourne Elementary School, Melbourne
Southwest Middle School, Searcy
West Fork High School, West Fork
West Junior High School, West Memphis
West Memphis Christian School, West Memphis
Wonder Junior High School, West Memphis
Yellville-Summit High School, Yellville
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ACADEMIC CENTER FOR EXCELLENCE SCHOOL
Osceola, AR
Faculty Contact: Gina Cole
Visiting Writers: Gabrielle ldlet and Sabine Schmidt

Green
I start off as a tree.
Next I am in a musher.
The sound is so loud.
I am hit, shredded,
mixed with color.
Stop, and I am on my way
in a little girl's hand in New
York City grabbed by the wind
to an old man walking
with old clothes eating
from a trash can.

changing sorrows
mid summer
scorching hot
sandy
like the sky before a storm
so humid you can't breathe
dark
alone
deserted
suddenly
bright rays of light pour in
warm
happiness rushing through
your body
you feel alive
the best you ever have

Savannah Delancey

Untitled
Brown, tiny Chihuahua sleeping,
bottle in its mouth,
dog food on the floor,
his drool dripping on the dark chair.
His tiny stomach going
in and out while he breathes.
It is getting dark during
the summer.
It is really quiet.

Bn;an Walker

Dylan Stewart
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The Roller Coaster of My Life
hot summer
roller coaster
somebody screaming and shouting in Spanish
Wild Fire the biggest baddest coaster
grape soda
New York
turtles playing football
talking bowling balls
walking talking broccoli
Silver Dollar City

Wendell Pritchett

Fish in the Tank
Last night I dreamt I was a fish in a clear glass
tank. I swam very fast. I tried to run
away. I was picked up by a tall boy. It was
my master, the one who bought me for $33.00.
He spent his money on a boring fish like me,
and he feeds me every day. I get just a little because
the other fish take the rest away. I thank
him very much day after day for storing me
here for many rainy days. I'm glad we have
a bunch of rainy days.

Lance Raper
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My Mom the Crazy Woman
Your hair is as wild as a roller
coaster. You wear your jacket
inside out as if you were
in a hurry. You jump as high as
a frog when he jumps to a
lily pad. You are crazy when
you see a snake but weird when
you don't. You are crazy. You
are rockier than a rock song.
You snore as loud as a
dinosaur roars. You are very loud.
P.S. You are a fool I love!

Brandon Morris

A Special Package of Amusement
It was spring.

Sunny, hot, and delightful was the day.
I just carne from Mrs. Cole's class
and walked across the hall to my mother's room.
Old computers were pinging, mice were clicking,
I could smell and hear the eeriness of the radiator.
It sounded like an angry locust.
It smelled like overheated buttered toast.
I thought nothing of it.
My mother told me that my father sent a package.
What?
The package ... the package ...
Oh, the one I had been waiting for
since Christmas.
I can't wait.
Alexis Williams
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ARCH FORD EDUCATION SERVICE COOPERATIVE
Plumerville, AR
Faculty Contact: Polly Bakker
Visiting Writers: Adam Clay, Sabine Schmidt, Steve Sanders,
and Chris Pappas

Calm of Winter

Onion domes around the top
Great stained glass windows
Monks singing the daily mass
Cold air nipping at my face and hands
The fragrance of roses fills my nose
Sarah Hales

Sparrow

On a lonely day
a sparrow flies above the river's edge
plastic buckets floating above
literal swans eating fish
fish are safe in the water
while an echo is heard
the old woman
lazily sipping coffee
the melodies of xylophones playing
and the flame's identity swaying
Nicholas Norwood
Wonderview School
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The Clear Place
As I stand in my shoes,
I absorb my crowd.
The sponge I call a heart
is wringing itself free
of their glares. I feel my
eyes begin to twitch
as my arms become lifted.
Before I faint, my palms
sweat with fury. Soon
I am floating on the ceiling
leaking down. The lights grow
dimmer and I hear the darkness
approaching. Now alone
in the dark room, far above
anyone, my speech begins
to flow. After the lid is sealed,
I return from my fairytale
jungle, back to the glaring mob.

An Arctic's Innocence

Frozen fields, nature's nanny,
chilly air, a crisp relief
gave way to bundling heat
and filthy streets,
solitary silence was toppled
by cacophonous traffic,
snow melts into marred lines
a horizon is hidden
by deformed shelters,
the ice is gone
and the wind blows
-- a city's sin

Scarlet Harris

Bridle

Susanne Crouch
Conway High School

The brow of a horse in that moment
always shows me if I'm in for
tugging, jerking, and pulling.
If the brow is up, I'll be fine
because that signals
he's ready and willing.
But if it's down,
I better hold on tight
because he's like a hornet
that wasn't killed by the newspaper
that hit it earlier.

Christy Weba
Dardanelle School
8

Mystical Place

I put my hand on a tree
and the bark
was rough and bumpy. There is green everywhere
you look. You can't see the skies,
the trees block
the way. A near-by stream gently gurgles. I hear
the sound of a bird high above me.
I smell new leaves, rotting leaves, and plenty of things
I can't name.

Jessica Sheets
Conway High School
Cats

Cats are not safe in the water
or in a lake.
They eat sparrows
and sometimes cats have a darker purpose.

Alexis Hancock
Where Trees Once Stood

As I stand here where trees once stood
all that's left is a grassy plain
with nearby ponds.
I stood by the edge where nothing but endless dirt travels on and on.
No beach is here, but the dark rainfall makes the ponds grow larger.
I write "Hi" in huge red letters on
the ground and watched them be erased
by the wind. I turn off the flashlight and I walk home.

Kyla Bishop
Leslie School
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Above the Earth

So I stand there and we are simply
staring at each other. Our mouths
stapled shut and our eyes nonexistent.
Suddenly I need oxygen. I need to
breathe. But I need her to go
with me. So I put her in a Mason jar
and bust through the roof so I can fly.
We soar until I become
an indifferent blue. The word "bye"
clips my wings and I fall to the earth.
We experience a soft landing and
promise to meet again
some time soon.

Garion O'Neal
Leslie School

First and Broadway

I miss the house of my youth,
a place where my childhood and adolescence
intersected like the yellow siding
and the screen porch.
The place where I would run and play,
never thinking about the four hemispheres
outside of those four walls.
The place where, like the old, cracked fence,
the innocence of youth surrounded me, protected me.
I miss the front door, the stairs,
each its own passage into a new room
like the lessons learned by a boy turning into a man,
with my last walk through the gate
through which I cannot return.

Johnathan Conley
Morrilton High School
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Stage Fright

On the stage and everyone is watching.
Suddenly you're in a Mason jar.
People drool on you like savage dogs.
Your mind runs quickly to the childhood woods.
You are now a weed in a field of leafed out blueberries.
With one tremendous swing, the gardener destroys you.
You blink and the people are still staring.
You blink and the people are all gone.

i
I

I
i

jessica Hill

I
I

I

Secrets of the Guy Sitting Next to Me on the Bus

I don' t really know the guy
sitting next to me.
But I bet he has a teddy bear
he got from his mom displayed on his bed.
I bet he has a pair of lucky socks
that he hasn't washed in three years.
I bet he drinks chocolate syrup with
a straw, and marshmallows with mustard.
I bet he's secret!y singing a song
that he heard on TV over and over in the shower.
I bet that he thinks he is the coolest thing
since sliced bread.
I bet he's looked up dirty words
in the dictionary.
I bet he's got five girlfriends.
I bet he watches Superman and jumps off
the couch with his underwear on over his pants
and a red towel on for a cape.
I bet he does.

Tammy Barnes
Bob Courtway Middle School
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BELAIR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Pine Bluff, AR
Faculty Contact: Clem Bass
Visiting Writer: Gabrielle ldlet

Snake Bite
I am 11 and my brother has betrayed me. He got bit by a poison snake down by
the river trying to get a piece of silver. They put pepper on it with a slice of
potato, and then drove him to the hospital. They boiled some water and added a
special grease.

Bryan Terry

My Friend Tragedy
At school one day when I was seven years old, everyone was in the
rise and shine room when m y friend didn't show up. Soon
someone asked where she was. Then another girl said she got ran
over down the street coming to school. We thought she was
playing. Then we believed her. A teacher told us that her grandma
was coming to school. When school was out, I saw the girl's shoe
in the road.

KaDedrah Price

Dear Shanekwa
It is the year 2005. When you get this letter, look back and check the date. When

you lay down and look up, you'll see the blue sky and the white clouds and
some birds flying.

Shequil Callaway
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"0" Mississippi
The twisted rivers in my
hometown. Standing outside in
the flower bed planting
flowers into the soil.
No one is here to hear
my cries as I see the
twisted river. Hear my
cry, please, and it says, we
all hear your cry of
joy to see this beautiful
nature, "0" Mississippi.

DaQuaron

Grandma's Dust
Down the table a seat was empty where Grandma sat before she was dust.
She did not like to talk at the table. She hated when Grandpa never said his
grace. When time came, Grandma knew it was her time to be dust. She was in
her 90s so she went to a tree on Mulberry Road, pulled out a little book with the
name "Memories." She looked at the pictures. She started crying. Her son gave
her a towel and a blanket. He left her alone. When he came back with my
mother, it was late and dust sat over a blanket with a towel on its back.
Grandma turned to dust, but she was very old.
Grandma, Grandma turned into dust before she could say good-bye to us.

Chastyn Boomat
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BENTON COUNTY JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER
Bentonville, AR
Faculty Contact: Randall Everett
Visiting Writers: Cherri Randall, Teri McGrath, and Caroline
Hruska

My Truck
Cherry red paint with Casper white racing stripes
down the middle.
Loud thunderous exhaust coming out the tailpipe.
Vibrating beats coming from the cab that can hurt your ears.
Screeching tires and flaps of rubber rip from the tires
as it speeds off.
Joel

Alone

I wish you could know
laying alone in The Dark,
the suppressed tears raging
how one is compared to few.
I wish you could know
how cold it is when someone's back is turned,
how blind it is behind you.
I wish you could know
the loneliness
of being the only one left.
Alex
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A Picture

I am a past looking at the present. She walks by
and sees the face. Times she cries, times she's happy,
but my face shows a forever emotion.
I do not age so easy, but she ages so quickly.
My forever stillness keeps
me bound from life as time passes by.
As years and years go by, I do not.
Only my motionless face remains.

Logan

MIC

Small and black and real known.
The first time I picked it up, I was standing.
I don't want to leave this world without it.
I feel I cannot live without it.
It releases stress and keeps me going.
It also helps me to stop running.
Face to face with the other person.
My whole blood pressure is up.
I feel myself starting to get stuck,
but I grip it even harder.
Now my tongue is twisting faster.
My opponent is lost and confused.
I am back on track with nothing to lose.
Now I am standing strong with it in my hand,
and I walk off feeling like a man.

Luis
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BRYANT MIDDLE SCHOOL
Bryant, AR
Faculty Contact: Tracie Moon
Visiting Writers: Gabrielle Idlet and Jen Siraganian

Changing Clouds
I am like a cloudy day promising rain,
but I hold it back and let a gentle wind blow across the earth
and like the held-back rain my opinions wait to pour out.
If I am upset, I will pour out my anger
and let it rage upon the person like a tornado upon the land,
but then I calm down like a kid without energy
and once again a gentle, cool breeze flows across the earth
and I am once again gentle to everyone I meet.

Nick Bell

The Green Olive
The vegetarian olive wept and
crumbled under a shade tree.

Jacob Darrell

Love
She was as cold as the rain outside. She beat upon me like the rain beating on the
window. Her heart was pounding on mine. It sounded like the pat-pat of the
rain. We walked in the room where she sat and a cold, damp feeling came to my
skin. The bitter voice was like the bitter cold. The storm was coming in for the
kill. It destroyed 1000 people. It would be back, I was sure.

Jennifer Moulton
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Fear

My fear of some people is so great,
it just sounds like a person in a dark house
creeping down the stairs
when you're under it and the stairs are squeaking.
It tastes like nails digging into my windpipe.
It feels like a drop in my stomach. It looks
like rich black, with a shadow of a person
right around the corner, and it feels like
getting hit upside the head, and passing out.

Sean Sobba

The Tough Taco

I relate myself to a taco. My brain is like the spice that sizzles with new
ideas popping in. I have different characteristics like the variety of toppings
packed on top. The shell is like my wall jealously guarding the goods within me.
It is tough and hard which makes it hard for people to see the true me inside. It
is a package, well concealed, but when I break, it surprises, jumping forth and
delighting you countless times.

Devon Norris

What am I?

I am the winter. The winter so cold.
I am the fields. The long and open fields.
I am the school. The school full of students.
I am a drink. A drink that's been drank.
I am a black shirt. The one you only wear to one occasion.
I am an animal. A lion that's been captured.
I am poison ivy. You only dare touch me.
I am myself and no one can
change me.

Dominique Hughes
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EAST JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
West Memphis, AR
Faculty Contact: Janine Earney
Visiting Writers: Gabrielle Idlet and Matthew Gooch

Grandma and Me

Secret

Sometimes in the middle
of the night,
me and my grandmother
would get up
with all of the lights off.
When she would
tum them on, there would be
bright colors of rainbows
in my eyesight
for quite a long time.

Winter fresh tender
and luscious raining
heavy talking slowly
knees walking about
to fall lucky go happy
never telling it all

Jessica Skinner

Mama

Lloyd Bland

There were gray houses,
burned down houses, dirty
streets, old women
spitting tobacco on a porch,
busted windows, ugly
cars that don't work,
cut down trees, leaves all
over the place, deep holes in
streets, smoke coming from
garbage cans. Harvard looks
like the projects of the east.

Caring to my father
A secret material
Her one kidney on the right
Hollow on one side
Great knowledge
Tear of love for her son
Hills earth sky
Riding her freeway alone
Sweet as a please
Waits patiently to be cut
for her love
My father
Caution loving mama
Cool with a breeze
Give her your night or else

Simone Young

Chasterdee Jones

The South
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FAYETTEVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
Fayetteville, AR
Faculty Contact: Linda Brothers
Visiting Writers: Gabrielle ldlet and Sy Hoahwah

What I Wish I Hadn't Done
I was a tall giant knocking out everything in my path.
The small black ants crawled on me like I was grassy ground.
I smacked them off as the nest tried to crawl higher.
All the ants were gone but I then realized what I had done.
My fear of ants took over me and I had destroyed everything around me.
Broken flowers and flower pots lay across the ground fragile as antique vases.

Josh Matthews

Faith

Tension in my chest, it feels like my
ribs are caving in. And the heat on
the back of my neck is intense.
Purring engine and whispering blow
of the heater. I am safe,
taken care of, completely content.
I trust him.

Untitled

Ashley Finocchi
You are a Greek statue
Hollow and beautiful
Closer
You do not think,
You do not speak,
You have no eyes.

Brittan Thornas
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Hollywood
There are no lights or red carpet,
no camera flashes or new movie debuts.
Golden locks and a mouth full of Warheads
is all that can be found.
One name for multiple persons,
Hollywood is a bag full of candy,
then a jug of old milk.
A cookie that has been bitten into,
Hollywood isn't the symbol of golden chains
or chromed rims.
The only symbol she represents
is a dark shadow hiding
3 month old sourdough bread.

Jessica Reed

Untitled
I should have taken the red one.
In the middle of the country it wouldn't matter,
but I never liked the color green,
especially from old containers.
Stealing things of green from the tops of graves,
running around in the simple midnight,
but I should have taken the red one.
The green one was there and I grew tired,
so I grabbed it, making slow haste home to slumber.
The green one now motivated upon my wall,
for all to see, "RIP" above an illegible name.

Tugg Hodgson
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Untitled
Glass flexing to its limit
Smell of exhaust
Clenched fists
Cold steering wheel
Roaring engine
Rocks flying
Crispy air
Eyebrows bowed
Grinding teeth with pain
Like fingernails on a chalkboard
Heart beating in throat

i
I

Josh Arnette
Injustice in Ozark

I

:
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Off the highway, a long dusty road,
sweet, sticky scent of pine
lost in the green background,
a small country house, confident on the hill
illuminated by the soft summer sun.
It's been many years now,
the trees are all gone, stealing the sweet fragrance,
and the road has been paved, rough and dark,
and the once-confident home dust
one among many.
II.
That teacher from lQth grade
seemed to enjoy her superiority
with her intimidating smirks,
must have no real life to make ours so bad.
She knew how to get at us and make us slip up
so she could use her power on paper,
but that's all she had, an ability to
hurt us on paper.

I

I
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Caleb Miller

I
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HUGHES HIGH SCHOOL
Hughes,AR
Faculty Contact: Ginger Crowder
Visiting Writers: Shannon Jonas and Adam Clay

The Sky, Lake, Grass, and Test
A rain falls upon a heavy grass
Fish swimming in a lake
Clouds floating in the sky
No home, no job, no sleep, no test
People taking a fitness test
Sunlight beating on the grass
Swans wading in a lake
There's not a star in the sky

Diary of a Space Suit
From the sound of plasma arcs,
From the flare up of 0 2
From the praying of Virgin Mary
From the sweet taste of a honeycomb
comes the helmet.
From the decision of the skin
From the ruthless hours of work
comes the salt.
From the hay makers
From the WMS,
comes the boots.
From the insanity of the monkey,
we ignite in the atmosphere.
From shrapnel
comes forth a better suit
No insanity from the monkey
but a faulty flare
reignites in the atmosphere.
Here comes a distant voice
"No more please, no more!"

Clouds dancing in the sky
Students taking driving tests
Men mowing their grass
All is clear upon the lake
Life is calm upon the lake
Children glancing at the sky
I'm done with this test
As peaceful as a blade of grass.

Kristen Staples

Stephen Everett
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A Human's Struggle

You have destroyed the inheritance, and ask how.
Your hope, once soaring, ended in a crash.
Yet your pride to floating heights, floating
Not understood is what you see with your eyes.
Why turn to me with an upraised brow?
I shall not hear you, here in my house.
The transgressions you've made reach to the moon.
Your life is a distorted melody, on an ill-tuned guitar.
You look for hope, I say that there's some
found in a noble's flowing blood.
His voice an ancient melody of an accordion,
the promises he gives as sweet as honey.
Keep your hope, for without it you shall die,
terrifying, or as an arrow through the heart of a horse.
Happiness and grief mixed all the while,
as death and life in the great ocean.
I look on, an amazed wanderer,
as a born cripple made suddenly well.
My mind's eye takes many photographs
of a human's struggle, so great a task.

Marquez Staples
Not So Different

The huge trees with their many occupants
The skyscrapers with their busy workers
Squirrels running to and fro
Messengers carrying stacks of papers
Dominant animals bossing all the others
Crude employers with their endless instruction.
At night they get rest for the following day
and return with unstopping energy.

Dustin Laws
23

An Interview with Smoke

My family and I are sitting in the living room
when my aunts come through the door.
They glide through the door as if there isn' t
a tomorrow.
They rush in and say Grandma had
an interview with smoke.
They say she was trying to cook and
suddenly a flare.
They say she's at the hospital right now.
We go to the hospital. The nurse stops us.
She says she's in no condition to see us right now.
The family is praying.
I think to myself, why her, not me?
I think to myself how could we let
this happen?
I think to myself could this ever happen to me?
I think I just had an interview
with smoke.

jennifer Crowder

Confused Awakenings

Lying in a field, looking at the stars,
the grass below me feels like silk
reminding me of the curtains in the attic
or the soft skin of a seal.
The June planet is very pretty.
I would give away my baby toenail for a watermelon seed.
"Girl, shut your mouth!"
She just doesn't want me to tell that she broke Mama' s date.
Pink disgusts me.
The eyes cannot see the hatred but knows the heart can.

Deanna Ware
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LAKESIDE MIDDLE SCHOOL
Hot Springs, AR
Faculty Contact: Becky Lee
Visiting Writers: Gabrielle Idlet and Sabine Schmidt

Alone

an empty driveway
a clean kitchen
no one but me
brand-new couches
phone
my dogs were outside
my cat was outside
snacks
popcorn burning in microwave

Rage
Blinking eyes and fat tears
Mouths open in shock
Thrashing hands and kicking feet
These are things I see
Pollen and dirt in the air
Freshly fallen rain
Sweaty kids and body odor
These are things I smell
Hands across arms
Dirt slamming in your face
Fists going into stomachs
These are things I feel
Loud screams and kids yelling, "fight"
Teacher's footsteps coming near
Bullhorns blaring and thunder booming
These are things I hear
Blood in my mouth, food from lunch
Sweat dripping onto my tongue
The sourness of defeat in my mouth
These are things I taste.

Tyler Kelly

Untitled

I am a speck of dirt.
I swim through
the waterfalls, filled
with excitement.
I see tons of fish, feel
their scales scrape
across me. I hear the swishing
of their fins as
they rush by. I smell the
rawness on their
bodies. Now, we fall asleep.

Omega Sanders

Breauna Rose
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Life as a ...
Boiling Hot
I used to be a
sixth grader and now
I'm a mushroom.
It is very interesting
being a fungus and things
always want to eat me but life
is ok. I hear the leaves
rustling. I feel my roots
growing. I see lots of
wildlife. And I taste
dirt. And I just grew a
half a centimeter.

My face is turning bright red
and I'm boiling hot
sweat sneaking in my mouth tasting
very bitter
screaming
hanging there
streams of salt-watered tears came
spraying
out of my eyes
The dusty gravel rock
on the playground
stank like little kids
Wish I could go home and start
everything over,
slide
pink dress
laughter, laughter, laughter
I wish I could go home!
people laughing
what a nightmare
my sweaty fingers trying to pull
me up the slide to unhook my
pink dress. [had been hanging
there by my dress knowing I was
the laughing stock.
ha ha ha he he he
I was playing tag.
Slid down the slide
Dress got caught
What a disaster.

Grace Jones

Break

I used to be just another
girl but now I'm a fall leaf.
I'm brown, yellow, and crunchy,
about to fall off my tree.
You think falling from a tree
doesn't hurt but it does.
It's like falling from the
house you've lived in for the last
year and all your friends are
up there. Crack, you break off
and fall fall fall from a far
distance and lightly hit the
ground and everything's over now.

Nikki Mumo

Steplzame Thomas
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MAGAZINE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Magazine, AR
Faculty Contact: Leona Cleveland
Visiting Writers: Gabrielle Idlet and Camilla S. Medders

Belton, Missouri
In Belton at night, it is like a whisper so quiet.
During the night, the moon is like silver.
The sunrise just sizzles its way up.
In the day, the sunset is like a blush.

Kristin Rogers
My Mom's Life
My mom isn't very big in length.
She likes to catch fish but she doesn't like
the taste of deer. She likes to skip rocks
on the water. She likes to look at
herself in the mirror. She hates the Ferris
Wheel. Sometimes she wishes to undo what
she did. She likes to giggle. She liked
my dad when she was in the second grade.

Shannon Mines

My City
My city is like a pillow that I sleep on each night. My city is like a sandal that I use
to walk on bumpy roads. My fingers always examine my city as if it is a warm
moist cookie and I'm blind. My city has a sizzle in the hot summer and tastes like
sweet fruit, juicy and cool. When I climb the trees, they are endless.

Shelby Britton
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The Cookout

my sister and cousin screaming at each other on the trampoline
the smoke from the grill, my grandma's new Sweet Pea Lotion
my whole family talking in groups, playing, or helping carry food into the house
my youngest sister, Sydnie, pulling on my pants, trying to get my attention, my
morn playing with my hair
the smoke from the grill, the new Cherry Banana lip-gloss I got on my birthday 12
days ago

Kaylee Pic/carte

Booneville

rotten potatoes, spinach,
the screeching of fingernails on chalkboard
a loss of a family member,
the wrinkles of a man's frown when he is lonely

Travis Williams
The War 2004-2005

He is the only man in the House.
He has 6 little sisters.
He and his sisters live with their morn.
He is 18. He goes to work in the morning.
He has to make money for the family.
When he wakes up, he sees darkness.
It is time for work. It is 5:00 p.m.
He has no father, only a stepfather.
He had to go to war.
He has to live with seven women.
He is at war.
His favorite song is "Lonely" by Akon.
He has a girlfriend and he is lonely.
He sings to it.

Colby Hice
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MARION MIDDLE SCHOOL
Marion, AR
Faculty Contacts: Libby Burroughs and Janine Earney
Visiting Writers: Maya Sloan and Jen Siraganian

You Are A Balloon
You are a balloon.
Every time I get close to you,
you float away.
If I do get close to you,
you pop.

The Frenchmen
In my past life I was a grape.
I was only a grape for three days.
As I heard the Frenchmen
approaching,
I knew what was in for me.
I will be picked,
thrown in a basket,
waiting to be set out in the sun
to be shriveled up like a small, dry
prune.
0' how I wish my fate would so go
in a different direction.
Maybe wine.
Sweet, sweet wine
that will one day be prized
for my age and excellent taste.
0' but why? Why this terrible fate?
Woe is me
for the Frenchmen are coming
and I will be shriveled up
and become a Sunrnaid.

Anthony Brown

Relationships
My relationship to my brother
is a cornet
falling from the sky.
The comet shines blue, orange,
and white.
It zips smoothly
through the night sky
until it crashes and burns.
Dirt, dust, and rock erupt high
in the air
to just flutter softly
back to the ground.

Chance Webb

Morgan Blessing
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My Road
At sunset, the road is long.
It curves like a long snake's back
calling me to follow
Curiosity beckons me
on that long road at sunset.
Only I will know what awaits me
at the end of my track.
I see the road at sunset
reminding me of my life ahead
with smooth spots
and bumps,
but at the end, the sunset tells me
it will end up fine.

Mother and Son
Mother and son
a relationship that cannot be broken
even by the sharpest sword
More powerful than any
of the elements
Like an iron noodle strainer
strong but with some holes

Lance Morgan

Evan Farris

Untitled
The Mississippi River glimmers
at midnight
like a melted daffodil

Shelby Rodery
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MELBOURNE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Melbourne, AR
Faculty Contact: Lisa Pitts
Visiting Writers: Chris Pappas and Matt Goldberg

My House
I am burning from the smoke.
They are putting me out,
they're trying hard,
not hard enough.
Everything I have is going to flames,
smoke's everywhere,
people are crying,
firefighters try to get important stuff.
They got me out. I start again,
I am ruined to the bottom.

Penny Maniac

As I looked around, I
was as dizzy as a poor woman
about to fall off of a roller coaster,
my sister screamed like a hound dog.
Walt Whitman was going to get
his poor little penny from across
the road. My closet was starving
for some clothes. My house
was burned by cleansing fire.
The tree grew from the ground
like my brother rises from
his bed. Walt Whitman ran
away from a poor penny
like a scared rabbit.

Nicole Vines

Strange?

The one dog at the all cat party
was a musical fool.
When he heard the all cat band play,
he began to squeeze around all the cats
just to get to the front.
He was like speckled ice cream
in a bowl of chocolate.
The music was like quicksand and
swallowed him whole.
When all the cats saw him,
they had frozen scowls that thawed out.

Dustin Pleasant

Haley Wheelis
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Trying to Disappear
No matter how much I tried,
I could not disappear.
The meat-eating sun
was beating down on me.
Later it became dark
and the sun was replaced by
tiring darkness, sleepy darkness,
soundless dark.
Then hours later we sink,
sink into peace,
peace and quiet
like in a forest with no one around.
The blue hubbub of the city
is far far away.
Then one musty gusty evening,
everything quieted
like everything died-

Hungry for Pizza?
Oh pizza, I love pizza,
your tomatoey lava
and your cheese forest
and your flakey mountain crust of pizza.
Oh pizza, your smell,
oh, it's so heavenly, but
it is your cheese
that makes the meal.
The rivers of tomato sauce,
the lovely islands of pepperoni,
your mountain of crust,
and your stream- a summer wonderland.

Kiarra Johns
The cheese of a pizza is heavenly good
but with the tomato river,
it will be the best churned.
Oh pizza I love you.

Joey Harp

My Scary Dream
Irish parrots were flying around my room.
The parrots were glowing blue and green. I got out
of bed and went to the kitchen. When I got there I saw
cheetahs eating mashed potatoes! I went outside and floated
into the air and saw monkeys wrecking cars!
Then I heard people shooting at each other, but I didn't think
that was strange. I started to fall from the air and woke up eating food!

Sam Blankenship
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SOUTWEST MIDDLE SCHOOL
Searcy, AR
Faculty Contact: Nita Woodruff
Visiting Writers: Adam Clay and Shannon Jonas

She Rouses Briefly and Says Dragonfly
She rouses briefly and says dragonfly.
She never has taken that dress to the buttonshop.
Her shoes have old knots.
She's definitely not allergic to dust.
Nothing wakes her, not even a leaf scuttle sound.
She has no light, because she says,
I'll fix the lights, but that is a lie.
All because she rouses briefly and says dragonfly.
Sawyer

Davzdso11
The Tool
There once was a tool that
could fix anything and
would tum anything to canary
yellow. But it couldn't fix the
balcony that doesn't exist.
Brendan Brown

What I Found Under My Skin
What I found under my skin may surprise you deeply.
My brain looked like a bunch of cicadas having a crisis.
My lungs looked like old knots.
My blood vessels looked like tons of crooked branches.
My feet looked like an underground garage filled with locusts.
My heart looked like the gates of a city.
Ashlf!lJ Crou'
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Instructions for Lilly

Your skin may look the color of cinnamon,
but you could start to look red like a tomato.
I was told you like my fireworks,
so watch your fingers or they will be fried.
Do not spend all your time under
the canopy of your house. Play in your absurd shoes.
Look at the lizard who becomes rock-colored.
Play in this small tincture of time.

Lilly Brady

Chickens of Local Farms

Chickens are cool
They are my friends
Chickens cannot fly
Chickens are my family
They shall stay
They taste good too
Chickens say Bicok!
They do weird things
Chickens lay eggs
Eggs taste good
Chickens are our secret allies
Chickens take in Nature in little sips
Chickens are white with feathers
Chickens like pie like me
They fly airplanes
Chickens shall Rule!
Chickens shall start another Nuclear Arms Race
Chickens have advanced technology
Chickens have an Area 51

Ross Harrison
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What I Found Under My Skin
Under my skin I found a mining
town of the blackest ink.
I guess I have to use leeches to get
all of that out.
Next I went into my brain. It was letting off steam.
Then I found a beehive- wonder where
that carne from- swarming with bees.
I hope they don't catch me because I'm allergic.
Then I found a sparrow with a blue wing
and he had no middle name.
He had a glue gun and was gluing up
my memory.

Emily Dallis

Instructions for June
I received your instructions
and I am glad you are not waiting for hay bales.
You are correct, I am ironing out the wrinkles
of soon-to-be weddings.
The canopy of the sunshine is gorgeous.
Don't ever let me be rock-colored tincture.
Are you tired or awake, dead or alive?
If you are tired or dead, wake up to smell the roses and the ivy.
Who? What? Where? When? Why? How?
What is the point of a mountain?
I have so many things that are too big and small like pants.
At the feeling of uncertainty, I feel vertigo.
Memories are special. I remember with my camera.

Laura Shaddox
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WEST FORK HIGH SCHOOL
West Fork, AR
Faculty Contact: John Kames
Visiting Writers: Marissa Fugate and Camilla Medders

Wish You Were Here
Hello from Italy!
Wish you were here in Rome.
Maybe you could protect us
from all these dangerous beggars
stealing Dad's wallet.
Wish you were here in sunny Italy,
perhaps you could lend me a hand
taking down the tent for the 25,0QQth
time. It really gets old.
But seriously, the ice cream here is
superb, and there are all
these darling pot-bellied Italian
waiters to steal away your heart.
Wish you were here
to pay the outlandish highway tolls
cheerfully saying "bonjourno" as
you hand over your
credit card for the hundredth time.
Wish you were here,
or maybe, wish I was there.

What's In Between
people stomping in a hurry
sounds like marching
lockers slamming ... click
people chatter
books fall like an explosion
people frantic bumping pushing
bell rings
door slams
halls go silent
it is over in seconds.

Jane Stitt

Brittany Cone
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Total Chaos
It's lunch time in a room full of kindergartners.
A little boy sits alone with his food, making a wet
sponge, squish-squish in his macaroni.
A group of little girls sit together giggling like
the wind blows on a summer day with limbs raking a
window made of glass.
The teacher sits wishing it was quiet like
her honeymoon in St. Thomas on the beach
with her new groom.
Unfortunately, the teacher is getting gray hair
as an elder has.
The class is now asleep like a rock
in the middle of a field by itself,
with the summer breezy in a dream.
Adam Brown

Grandma's
The pit-pat of little feet
the orchestra of an infant giggling
the sizzling glow of a child's smile
a new midnight like children sleeping
the zoom of a little one's heart
the scurrying toys like ants
the munch and crunch of lunch in a moment
a hope for time to rest as if your last moment in life
the sprint and hops of playtime
the curves of a child's prominent tummy
like an hourglass
the luck of dreariness slipping into
the body of little ones at play
the cough and choke of runny noses and sore throats
like a frog in a pond
a kindness forming a relief
for yet another day to bring life to the joy
of an innocent.

Paige Sosa
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My Farm
The noise of my farm
from sun up to sun down
the cock-a-doodle-do
of the roosters
at the crack of dawn
to the sound of twenty cows
mooing throughout the night
or the trickle of the stream
below my house
the frightening rattle
of a huge rattle snake
behind the bushes
the honk of my dad's or grandpa's horn
when they need my help
hauling hay off
the drips and squeaks
of 18,000 baby chicks
my grandpa used to get
when he raised them
the roar of the tractor
when it is time
to brush hog the pasture
the ringing of the bull
when it's time to
call it quits
and eat supper.
Stephen Robbins

Laundromat

Clunk, klink, scrape, flop
Screech, rake,
Thump-thump
Choo-choo, raah, boo
Boo woo hoo
Buzzzzzzz

Michael Barron
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WEST JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
West Memphis, AR
Faculty Contact: Janine Earney and Frances O'Dea
Visiting Writers: Gabrielle Idlet, Sabine Schmidt, Maya Sloan, }en
Siraganian, Matt Goldberg, and James Wright

Love The We

love is like hot sauce on chicken
like fireworks popping in the sky love
is like me and my brain bees in honey
love is you and mother hugging and kissing
a basketball and nets together
like your foot in a shoe

Keith Barron
Nature and Her

the Chinese or Portuguese lettering
a beautiful leopard running
grass dark and black as night rippling
the coal colored mane of a horse waving
in the air circles boxes red and green
all these pictures in her head
loving beautiful caring giving eyes
do not let them close
smiling gingerly at one another
snakes slithering in the grass
blue sky with purple clouds
bushes being cut down
birds flying away as bulldozers
cut down their homes raccoons screeching
birds calling loving woman go away
go away leave us in peace

Julianna Moon
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Hands
my hands break like glass,
help like teachers
make noise like little kids
move like snakes
hurt like old people's hands
feel pain,
ball up when mad
put money in a machine to get a drink

Jennifer Clements
White Lion Rush
In the midst of winter snow,
he lurks, pounces true to form.
He has the strength of all the season's spells
in his very body.
Waiting to release a grand blizzard,
more silver than his maw.
He returns to his cave each night,
fatigued from his work.
As the night outside lays calm,
he will whip up another stinging snow tomorrow.

David Rafferty

I See a Harvest Moon
looks like a harvest moon
with a hand on it
like someone shined a flashlight
and put a hand in front of it
the moon has ringworms on it
ancient people's wrinkly skin

Brooke Warner
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Persona
Skin aged by time and lovesags against tired eyes
my father used to say to me
"be gone my offspring foe"
now time is old, and old itself
over again we go.
The never-repeating, always repeating pattern replays
we twirled that night
under the stars and through the far gate of Seine.
You left me there, dear father lad, alone all up in snow
where were you then, where are you now?
Questions I cannot ponder.
So I lay here and breathe
breathe
breathe
breathe
my last breath remembering our last dance.

Adele Rilas

A Disaster at Four
I am four
and my crayon has betrayed me.
I can't color a monkey blue.
No one cares about going to the store
and a green sun is silly.
Brother won't share.
A purple tree! Impossible.
Why can't you sharpen crayons?
Only West Memphis water can be brown.
I really need a marker.
Well, I always wanted to see an orange sky.
I'll just get a different color.
I bet a brown lion would be really funny.

Barton Tiebel
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The Sour Pickle
love is like a pickle
sour right when it hits your mouth
you perk and make faces
when it touches your mouth
you can feel the little bumps
on the pickle it feels so rough
in your mouth hear
the crunching noise it makes
your body feel so numb tingle
love is so much like a pickle

Brittney Sitzes

Rainy Day
Dark gray marshmallows letting rain fall
shattering feelings of a dusty unread book
sitting near the edge of the light blue river
wind blowing like a ballet dancer.

ffeather Troxler

lam 14

my life is like a junkyard
my family is scattered like a flock of birds
I can't drive because my parents think I'm not responsible
when I come horne, it feels empty like a vacant house
I leave to hang out with my friends
they feel like the only family I have
my life feels like an old and rusted tree
my life might be better if I were 16
there is a bright side to being 14
I get to live my life free as a bird

Aaron Patterson
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My Emotions

II

I was really sad
my controller was dying
between every other wheezing breath he would fall
I could smell wet dog
when I kissed him you could taste flea spray
he would not drink the fresh clear water
or eat the food that smells like lamb chops
I was watching him suffer
he could not even stand up
when he laid down he died
we started to dig a hole
we were sweaty and looked like we just got done swimming
when we threw him in the hole
his jet black body
Disappeared

Logan Aliens

Summer
Diving into tall amber wheat fields
the buzz of bees
the shape of a new branch being broken
off a tree to fish in the old pond with
the stinging of accidentally snorting dirt up
your nose after weak collapse
to the dusty ground
the trickle of water off your skin
from the first sprinkle of rain mid-afternoon
the floating boredom of a hazy, sizzling
summer day
the ear-piercing shriek as Momma
extracts a splinter from your calloused heel.

Brandi Lemons
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My Town
good side
bad side
should stay in the middle
good side - poodles, labs, and Yorkshire terriers
bad side- rocks, pits, and a whole bunch of mutts
should stay in the middle
good side- Wal-Mart, Kroger, Big Star
bad side - Dollar General, Dollar Tree, Flea Market
should stay in the middle
one side or the other
nowhere to go
no movies no malls
just Marty's and Bert's
good side - shiny red apple
bad side - nasty green worms
should move out of this little town

Kelsie Ross

Untitled
Aroma of cotton just blooming in the country.

Taylor Clarke
Being 14
I am 14 and no one cares
an awkward stage in life
not a child, but far from an adult
jealousy, pimples, expensive clothes
friends, enemies, evil coaches
8 hours a day I am forced to learn
I am 14 and no one cares.

Chance Brown
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Insects of the Night
The air was cold and smelled of ham,
the sky was dark as the sun fell below the earth,
animals slept as the insects scurried up the wall.
Everybody was resting their weary eyes.
My mind was drifting in and out,
I just sat there in my green pajamas watching all
the insects of the night.

Zack Jaffe

Untitled
Black voice big hat and clear
slipknot shoes and empty soul green smile.

Camille Allensworth

The Most Dangerous Place
Sizzling silly putty soaks up the heat through
the open window.
Puzzle pieces, toys, and model cars lay out
all over.
By night there's no safe place to be.
Every step you take could mean a collapse
on the floor,
a rip in the pants, or a sharp pain in the foot.

Jessica Steed
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WEST MEMPHIS CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
West Memphis, AR
Faculty Contact: Lynette Bankston
Visiting Writers: Sabine Schmidt and Adam Clay

Slow Waltz Through Inflatable Landscape
As I dance along the cracked sidewalk,
I hear the drum of nature calling me.
As I walk towards the noise, the forest comes alive
and is filled with plants that reflect my mood.
The aspidistra of the forest tells me something is wrong.
I continue my dance through the brush and trees.
The forest hastens me with azalea's force.
Finally, I see the slanted shadows of our kind.
He is distressed and needs me to dance for him.
He tells me his visions and I interpret them through dance.
The old myth is a dancer wins a war.
When he calms down, nature excuses me from his presence.
I have saved this country many times
with my slow waltz through this inflatable landscape.
Allison Dixon

The Metaphor of Baseball
I see a rock skipping on the river and it makes me
think of a baseball skipping across the ground.
Baseball makes me think of a hot potato when
the players are throwing the ball. When I look at
a baseball field, I see the white chalk line and
think about a cracked sidewalk. When
a baseball player hits a homerun, I like to think
about a bird flying over a fence.
Zach Nicholson
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Untitled
My hair feels like a bush all fluffy. It looks like
bamboo swaying in the wind. Like tangled seaweed.
Even the hair stylist hates it.
I

David Reece
My Life as the Tree
Before I was a tree, I was an Olympic gold
medalist.
Everyone would want an autograph.
They would want to take a picture with me.
Now I am a tree.
I am the home of a family of centipedes.
My limbs swirl like spinal columns.
But then they cut me down and take me
to the lumber mill.
So now part of me is a cabin and
part of me is school worksheets.
Life is so terrible.

Taylor Farr

Lonely Man Lonely Tree
There is a man on the street.
He is like year old chips,
and mean like a sour plum.
He has nothing like an empty book.
There is a tree, lonely and old,
it bears no fruit.
The man and tree are alike
in every way.
Maybe they will meet someday.

Josh Blansett
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Idea of the Forest
Peaceful, placid, tranquil
The trees big and tall
Majestic in their glory
Quick movement
A deer sprints fast
A pack of wolves hot in its tail
The attack
The deer struggles no more
The wolves live a long time
They die at old age
Their bodies turn into grass
The deer eat the grass
But the trees will always be there standing and watching
Surely this is the idea of the forest.

Austin Hudson

My Life as the Vine
I can't believe they demoted me from an engineer.
This is the worst job ever.
There are always monkeys hanging on me.
I have to hug this tree all the time.
I would rather be a shed floor or even a toothache.
If those monkeys bother me again, I'll wrap them up
and never let go.
I have an appointment with the moss.
He looks like rotten lunchmeat.
One of the good things is that I can never
break my spinal column because I don't have one.

Barrett Henderson
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WONDER JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
West Memphis, AR
Faculty Contact: Janine Earney
Visiting Writers: Gabrielle Idlet and Matthew Gooch

Mirror

I look out the window
at my two friends.
I think back to when I was just born.
There were IV' s and oxygen machines
connected to my heart,
long tubes collected fluid off my brain,
and doctors and nurses said I wouldn' t live,
but in the hospital, my mother w ho
I love so much deserted me and gave me away,
where she had two other children at hom e,
when she couldn' t even pick up a phone to call,
when I would sit in my room and look at the wall.

LarDarius Crawford

Amazing Saturday

sm ell of po pcorn, corndogs,
funnel cakes, saw girls
d ressed real pretty,
rode many rides such
as the Fire Ball, the Big
Slide, ate at Taco Bell and Wendy's,
loud music on the rides
loud p eople around me.

Melvin Dear
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The Impossible But Possible Poem
Go smack yourself.
Now go jump into the molten hot magma.
Afterwards make a dog say "Hey how are ya."
Now go break your leg for real.
Who am I?
Green trees, brown grass, lots of mud,
the sun beaming, the wind blowing, chickens
that look like dogs.

Fred Cox

Loss of Who We Love
getting into the car finding
out what happened slamming
doors and drowning in tears.

Calon Broughton

Fast, Hot, and Shocking
Get out of my way. I'm corning fast, hot as the fire on a stove, and
shocking like lightning. Dogs everywhere, people shouting and screaming, cars
breaking down, window glass shattering. What is happening? Everything has
gone pitch black. This world called earth is going down in history.

Chris Terry
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YELL VILLE-SUMMIT HIGH SCHOOL

Yellville, AR
Faculty Contact: Sharon Meyer
Visiting Writers: Adam Clay and James Wright

Teeth of Stone
The tombstones look like teeth
made of rock
biting down on earth.
Multiple colors fill his mouth.
The teeth are only on the top jaw,
as if there is no bottom at all.

Megan Montgomery
Untitled
As the horizon lengthened, I could see home
beating against the shadows. Maybe
it will only be a few more hours before arrival.
The rough and jagged mountains
have immaculate shades across the tops.

Chesley Weaver

Time
Running so fast I couldn' t see,
I started falling, falling into an abyss of water.
Seeing such wondrous colors I almost miss the history.
Shooting from the earth come men of stone, men of power.
They stand there throughout mankind until the
infamous time takes his straight gaze of eyes
of this earth forever.

Brandon Shipman
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Bugs
the rotten egg baking in the sun
smells like a skunk flower
biting at my nose like a crawfish
standing on the porch dreaming of hair
remembering when Makala got gum in hers
flying in the dark a lightning bug
around the train station lights
glowing the color of cucumbers
falling to the ground, limp.

Grace Gilley
Dorm Room 2001

A perfect Spanish ghost
that's kneeling in fumes
lengthened in immaculate shade
flies past the still winds
more silent than a painting.

Deidre Harris

A Dream

I remember stars reflecting in the lake,
picking seed ticks from my dead skin,
tripping over a bucket into the ocean,
seeing my reflection in my pocket watch,
having an echo calling my name,
lying by a creek and feeling the cool breeze.
I remember a sparrow fluttering like a butterfly,
a black tuxedo covered with darkness,
syrup in my mouth,
falling down a hill into sharp glass.

Shane Cowherd
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2004-2005 Visiting Writers
Adam Clay graduated from the MFA program in 2004. A former co-director of
WITS, he has poems published in Black Warrior Review, GoodFoot, and Forklift
Ohio.
Marissa Fugate is a fourth-year fiction writer from Kentucky.
Matthew Goldberg is a second-year fiction writer.
Matthew Gooch is a fourth-year fiction writer.
Sy Hoahwah is a third-year poet.
Annaliese Hoehling is a former co-director of WITS who graduated from the
MFA program in 2005. Her translations have appeared in The Literan; Review,
New Orleans Review, and AGNI.
Caroline Hruska is a third-year poet.
Gabrielle Idlet's writing has appeared in the Indiana Review, LA Weekly,
Filmmaker, The Independent Film and Television Monthly, and US Weekly.
Shannon Jonas is a poet and graduate of the MFA program.
Teri McGrath is a graduate of the MFA program
Camilla Medders is a second-year fiction writer.
Chris Pappas is a third-year poet.
Cherri Randall is a graduate of the MFA program.
Steve Sanders is a third-year fiction writer.
Sabine Schmidt is a graduate of the MFA program and a current PhD candidate.
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Jen Siraganian is co-director of the WITS program and a third-year poet in the
MFA program.
Maya Sloan is co-director of the WITS program and a MFA student in the Fiction
Program.
James Wright is a second-year poet from Kentucky.
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